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Description

BACKGROUND

[0001] This application relates generally to electronic
devices, and in particular to controlling operations of such
devices by multiple entities, who may be different from a
device user.
[0002] In a corporate environment, employees are of-
ten provided with access to office supplies and equip-
ment to be used in performing job functions. Standard
equipment typically includes at least a personal computer
(PC), and may also include wireless mobile communica-
tion devices and other types of electronic devices. Al-
though such equipment is intended primarily for busi-
ness- or work-related purposes, users sometimes make
personal use of office equipment. Employers are usually
comfortable with some degree of personal use of such
equipment, provided that the personal use does not in-
terfere with normal job functions, does not incur addition-
al costs, and conforms with company policies.
[0003] In these types of situations, a user of an elec-
tronic device is not the owner of the device, and the user
and owner may have different perceptions of acceptable
device uses. Acceptable use may be specified in com-
pany policies, for example, which employees are expect-
ed to follow, but a corporate device owner often has little
if any control over how electronic devices are ultimately
used. According to one known scheme for controlling op-
eration of electronic devices, an owner loads a policy file
onto a device to restrict the type of operations or software
applications that may be executed by the device. How-
ever, this type of scheme is sometimes circumvented by
a user by either deleting the owner policy file or replacing
the owner policy file with a user policy file which may
include fewer restrictions than the owner policy file. In
addition, particularly in large organizations, more than
one entity may have usage policies that they wish to man-
age and enforce. Known electronic device control
schemes do not provide for multiple-level device control.
[0004] Therefore, there remains a need for a system
and method of multiple-level control of electronic devices.
[0005] EP1168041 describes a computer platform
having control features to control access to data and min-
imise the effects of computer malfunctions.

SUMMARY

[0006] In accordance with one aspect of the invention,
there is provided a mobile wireless device comprising: a
microprocessor and memory, the memory comprising a
set of control settings used to control a plurality of device
operations; wherein the microprocessor is configured to:
receive a first digital signature key for verifying digital
signatures on controlled information comprising software
applications to be installed on the device, the first digital
key being associated with one of a plurality of authorisa-
tion levels; determine if said digital signature key for ver-

ifying digital signatures on software applications to be
installed on the device exists on the device, and if not,
store the received first digital signature key in the mem-
ory; receive a software application for installation on the
device; verify a digital signature on the received software
application using the first digital signature key; and install
the software application on the device if the digital sig-
nature on the received software application is success-
fully verified; the microprocessor being further configured
to: receive a new digital signature key for verifying digital
signatures on controlled information comprising software
applications to be installed on the device, the new digital
signature key being associated with one of a plurality of
authorization levels; verify a digital signature on the re-
ceived new digital signature key using the first digital sig-
nature key; and store the new digital signature key in the
memory to replace the first digital signature key if the
digital signature on the received new digital signature key
is successfully verified.
[0007] In accordance with another aspect of the inven-
tion, there is provided a method of controlling a mobile
wireless device that comprises a microprocessor and
memory, wherein the method comprises: receiving a first
digital signature key for verifying digital signatures on
controlled information comprising software applications
to be installed on the device, the first digital signature key
being associated with a selected one of a plurality of au-
thorization levels; determining if said digital signature key
for verifying digital signatures on software applications
to be installed on the device exists on the device, and if
not, storing the received first digital signature key in the
memory; receiving a software application for installation
on the device; verifying a digital signature on the received
software application using the first digital signature key;
and installing the software application on the device if
the digital signature on the received software application
is successfully verified; the method further comprising:
receiving a new digital signature key for verifying digital
signatures on controlled information comprising software
applications to be installed on the device, the new digital
signature key being associated with another selected one
of the plurality of authorisation levels; verifying a digital
signature on the received new digital signature key using
the first digital signature key; and storing the new digital
signature key in the memory to replace the first digital
signature key if the digital signature on the received new
digital signature key is successfully verified.
[0008] In accordance with another aspect of the inven-
tion, there is provided a computer-readable medium stor-
ing instructions executable by a microprocessor which
when executed cause the processor to carry out the fore-
going method.
[0009] Further embodiments of the invention are spec-
ified in the appended dependent claims.
[0010] Further features of electronic device control
systems and methods will be described or will become
apparent in the course of the following detailed descrip-
tion.
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BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0011]

Fig. 1 is a block diagram showing a communication
system in which electronic devices are used.
Fig. 2 is a block diagram illustrating a system of in-
serting authorization information and controlled in-
formation onto an electronic device.
Fig. 3 is a block diagram of an electronic device in
which a system and method of multiple-level control
are implemented.
Fig. 4 is a flow diagram illustrating a method of in-
serting authorization information onto an electronic
device.
Fig. 5 is a flow diagram illustrating a method of in-
serting controlled information onto an electronic de-
vice.
Fig. 6 is a flow diagram showing a method of con-
trolling an electronic device.
Fig. 7 is a block diagram of a wireless mobile com-
munication device as an example of an electronic
device.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[0012] Fig. 1 is a block diagram showing a communi-
cation system in which electronic devices are used. The
communication system 10 includes a Wide Area Network
(WAN) 12, coupled to a computer system 14, a wireless
network gateway 16, and a corporate Local Area Network
(LAN) 18. The wireless network gateway 16 is also con-
nected to a wireless communication network 20 in which
a wireless mobile communication device 22 ("mobile de-
vice"), is configured to operate.
[0013] The computer system 14 is a desktop or laptop
PC, which is configured to communicate to the WAN 12,
the Internet for example. A PC such as the computer
system 14 normally accesses the Internet through an In-
ternet Service Provider (ISP), Application Service Pro-
vider (ASP) or the like.
[0014] The corporate LAN 18 is an example of a typical
working environment, in which multiple computers 28 are
connected in a network. It is normally located behind a
security firewall 24. Within the corporate LAN 18, a data
server 26,
operating on a computer behind the firewall 24, acts as
the primary interface for the corporation to exchange data
both within the LAN 18, and with other external systems
via the WAN 12. One type of data server commonly used
in corporate networks like the LAN 18 is a message serv-
er. Known message servers include, for example, Micro-
soft™ Exchange Server and Lotus Domino™. Where the
data server 26 is a message server, each of the computer
systems 28 in the LAN 18 implements a messaging client,
such as Microsoft Outlook™, Lotus Notes™, etc. In this
case, messages received by the message server are dis-
tributed to mailboxes for user accounts addressed in the

received messages, and are then accessed by a user
through a messaging client operating on a computer sys-
tem 28.
[0015] Although only a data server 26 is shown in the
LAN 18, those skilled in the art will appreciate that a LAN
may include other types of servers supporting resources
that are shared between the networked computer sys-
tems 28. Similarly, a single data server 26 may provide
multiple functions, such as electronic messaging, dy-
namic database storage for data like calendars, todo lists,
task lists, e-mail and documentation. Electronic device
control systems and methods as described herein are
applicable to a wide range of electronic devices and func-
tions.
[0016] The wireless network gateway 16 provides an
interface to a wireless network 20, through which data is
exchanged with the mobile device 22. Such functions as
addressing of the mobile device 22, encoding or other-
wise transforming messages for wireless transmission,
and any other interface functions are performed by the
wireless network gateway 16. The wireless network gate-
way 16 may be configured to operate with more than one
wireless network 20, in which case it also determines a
most likely network for locating the mobile device 22 and
possibly tracks mobile devices as users roam between
countries or networks.
[0017] The mobile device 22 is, for example, a data
communication device, a voice communication device,
a dual-mode communication device such as a mobile
telephone having both data and voice communications
functionality, a multiple-mode device capable of voice,
data and other types of communications, a personal dig-
ital assistant (PDA) enabled for wireless communica-
tions, or a wireless modem which operates in conjunction
with a laptop or desktop computer system.
[0018] Any computer system with access to the WAN
12 may exchange messages with the mobile device 22
through the wireless network gateway 16. Alternatively,
private wireless network gateways such as wireless Vir-
tual Private Network (VPN) routers could be implemented
to provide a private interface to a wireless network. A
wireless VPN router implemented in the LAN 18 provides
a private interface from the LAN 18 to one or more mobile
devices such as 22 through the wireless network 20. A
private interface to the mobile device 22 may also effec-
tively be extended to entities outside the LAN 18 by pro-
viding a forwarding or redirection system that operates
with the data server 26. Such a redirection system is dis-
closed in United States Patent No. US-A-6,219,694. In
this type of system, incoming data items received by the
data server 26 and addressed to a user of a mobile device
22 are sent through the wireless network interface, either
a wireless VPN router, the wireless gateway 16, or some
other interface, to the wireless network 20 and to the
user’s mobile device 22. Another alternate interface to
the data server 26 is a Wireless Application Protocol
(WAP) gateway. In the above example of the data server
26 being a message server, a list of messages in a user’s
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mailbox on a message server, and possibly each mes-
sage or a portion of each message, may be sent to the
mobile device 22 through a WAP gateway.
[0019] A wireless network 20 normally communicates
with devices such as the mobile device 22 via RF trans-
missions between base stations and devices. The wire-
less network 20 may be, for example, a data-centric wire-
less network, a voice-centric wireless network, or a dual-
mode network that supports both voice and data com-
munications over the same infrastructure. Recently de-
veloped dual-mode networks include Code Division Mul-
tiple Access (CDMA) networks and General Packet Ra-
dio Service (GPRS) networks. So-called third-generation
(3G) networks like Enhanced Data rates for Global Evo-
lution (EDGE) and Universal Mobile Telecommunica-
tions Systems (UMTS) are currently underdevelopment.
Older data-centric networks include, but are not limited
to, the Mobitex™ Radio Network ("Mobitex"), and the Da-
taTAC™ Radio Network ("DataTAC"). Voice-centric data
networks such as Personal Communication System
(PCS) networks, including Global System for Mobile
Communications (GSM) and Time Division Multiple Ac-
cess (TDMA) systems, have been available in North
America and world-wide for several years.
[0020] In the system 10, a company which owns the
corporate LAN 18 may provide a computer system 28
and a mobile device 22 to an employee. Where a com-
puter system 28 issued to an employee is a laptop com-
puter, for example, it could be used either within or out-
side the corporate LAN 18. When the computer system
28 is operating within the LAN 18, non-local operations
may be restricted by configuring network permissions
and restrictions for the computer system 28, a network
account of the user, or both, in such a way that they can-
not be changed by the user. However, if a user is using
a computer system outside the LAN 28, by connecting
the computer system to the WAN 12 as shown at 14, for
example, network-based controls in place at the LAN 18
can sometimes be bypassed.
[0021] An owner may instead establish local settings
directly on an electronic device such as a computer sys-
tem or a mobile device to maintain control over the de-
vice. Such local settings control device operations, but
only as long as the settings remain intact on the device.
This type of control mechanism is prone to being circum-
vented by replacing or deleting local settings on the de-
vice.
[0022] In order to prevent a user from deleting, modi-
fying, or replacing local control settings or other informa-
tion that affects operation of an electronic device, referred
to hereinafter primarily as controlled information, opera-
tions involving controlled information could be restricted
to an authorized party. In a corporate environment, one
or more network administrators or accounts would nor-
mally be authorized to manage corporate control policies
on a single level basis. However, this type of device con-
trol management is not feasible in certain types of organ-
ization. For example, in large organizations, "global" con-

trol policies relating to certain types of operations or us-
age might be desired for all electronic devices associated
with the organization, whereas custom control policies
for other types of operation might not be common for all
devices. Employees in one corporate office may require
access to functions that are not available or not common-
ly used in other corporate offices in different countries or
regions, for instance. In this case, every party authorized
to establish and change controlled information must be
made aware of and trusted to follow both global and cus-
tom control policies. Distribution of changes to global
control policies thus becomes a further challenge in this
type of device control management.
[0023] A multiple-level system and method of control-
ling electronic devices reduces the reliance on a single
authorized party or group of similarly-authorized parties
for management of electronic device control. According
to aspects described herein, multiple levels of authoriza-
tion provide for control of particular electronic device
functions or types of function by different authorized par-
ties. In the above example of a large corporation having
offices in which different control policies are desired, first
and second authorization levels could be created to man-
age global control policies and custom control policies,
respectively. Network administrators in each corporate
office could be authorized at the second level, and one
or more senior administrators or managers, at corporate
headquarters, for example, could be authorized at the
first level.
[0024] Such multiple-level control also permits division
of control functions dependent upon other criteria than
breadth of use. For example, although any corporate net-
work administrator may be trusted to manage electronic
device control settings such as a minimum password
length or maximum password age, tighter control over
installed software applications may be desired. In this
case, software installation control may be entrusted to
an administrator at a first authorization level, while other
control functions may be entrusted to parties authorized
at a second authorization level. It should also be apparent
that further authorization levels may also be established.
A completely trusted primary or master authorization lev-
el at which authorized parties have permissions to es-
tablish or modify any controlled information provides a
mechanism to override other authorization levels, as de-
scribed in further detail below. Hierarchical authorization
levels, peer authorization levels, or both, are possible. In
the above example of a first authorization level for soft-
ware application installation control and a second author-
ization level for other control functions, the first and sec-
ond levels are peer levels, in that authorization of a party
at one of the levels does not enable the party to perform
operations requiring authorization at the other level.
Where a master authorization level is also provided, a
hierarchical structure results, with the first and second
authorization levels being subordinate to the master au-
thorization level.
[0025] Fig. 2 is a block diagram illustrating a system
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of inserting authorization information and controlled in-
formation onto an electronic device. The system in Fig.
2 includes an electronic device 210, an authorization in-
formation insertion point 220 for an authorization level X,
and a controlled information insertion point 230 for the
authorization level X. An authorization information store
212, a controlled information store 214, and an inter-
face/connector 216 are provided in the electronic device
210. The authorization information insertion point 220
includes an authorization information source 224 and an
interface/connector 222. The controlled information in-
sertion point 230 similarly includes a controlled informa-
tion source 234 and an interface/connector 232.
[0026] The authorization information store 212 stores
information, such as a signature public key or other data
integrity or authentication information, for example. Au-
thorization information in the store 212 is used to deter-
mine whether received controlled information was ap-
proved or sent to the electronic device 210 by an author-
ized party, as described in further detail below. The con-
trolled information store 214 stores controlled information
which affects the operation of the electronic device 210.
The sources 224 and 234 are, for example, local memory
devices, readers such as disk drives or memory card
readers for reading authorization information and con-
trolled information from removable storage media, com-
munication modules through which remote memory de-
vices storing authorization information and controlled in-
formation are accessible, or user interfaces through
which authorization information and controlled informa-
tion are entered.
[0027] The interface/connector 222 is compatible with
the interface/connector 216 to establish a communica-
tion link between the authorization information insertion
point 220 and the electronic device 210, to thereby enable
authorization information to be transferred to the elec-
tronic device 210 from the authorization information
source 224. The interface/connector 232 similarly ena-
bles transfer of controlled information from the controlled
information source 234 onto the electronic device 210
via a communication link established between the inter-
face/connectors 232 and 216. The interface/connectors
216, 222, and 232 establish wired communication links,
where the interface/connectors are serial ports, for ex-
ample, or wireless communication links such as infrared
links where the interface/connectors are infrared mod-
ules. Authorization information and controlled informa-
tion transferred to the electronic device 210 are respec-
tively inserted or stored in the authorization information
store 212 and the controlled information store 214.
[0028] The authorization information insertion point
220 is associated with a party authorized at authorization
level X for controlling the electronic device 210. Where
the electronic device 210 is provided to a user by an
employer, for example, the authorization information in-
sertion point 220 may be a computer system or device
controlled by a corporate computer system administrator
or IT department. The authorization level X is created on

the electronic device 210 by establishing a communica-
tion link between the authorization information insertion
point 220 and the electronic device 210 through the in-
terface/connectors 222 and 216 and then inserting au-
thorization information for authorization level X into the
authorization information store 212. As described in fur-
ther detail below, once authorization information for level
X has been inserted onto the electronic device 210, only
a party authorized at authorization level X, or a higher
hierarchical authorization level if any exist, is able to in-
sert or change authorization information for authorization
level X or control device features or usage associated
with authorization level X.
[0029] Controlled information, as described above,
may include control settings, software applications, and
other information that affects operation of the electronic
device 210. Control settings specify values or configura-
tions according to usage policies to be enforced at the
electronic device 210. For example, control settings
might specify a minimum password length and a maxi-
mum password age, and that password protection must
be enabled. Where these features are associated with a
particular authorization level X, then authorization level
X has control settings which are inserted onto the elec-
tronic device 210. On the same electronic device 210,
software application installation control might be associ-
ated with a different authorization level Y and based on
digital signatures. Since digital signature-based software
application installation control requires only a signature
key for verifying digital signatures on received software
applications, authorization information for authorization
level Y, including such a signature key, is inserted onto
the electronic device 210, but no control settings are re-
quired for authorization level Y. In this case, the author-
ization information store 212 stores authorization infor-
mation for authorization levels X and Y, whereas the con-
trolled information store 214 stores control settings only
for authorization level X. For authorization level Y, a sub-
sequently received digitally signed software application
comprises controlled information which is stored to the
controlled information store, provided its digital signal is
verified, as described in further detail below.
[0030] Insertion of controlled information associated
with an authorization level onto an electronic device is
restricted once authorization information for that author-
ization level has been inserted onto the electronic device.
Thus, the controlled information insertion point 230 need
not necessarily be controlled by a party authorized at
authorization level X. Where a corporate owner of the
electronic device 210 maintains control over the control-
led information insertion point 230, the insertion points
220 and 230 may be implemented in the same computer
system or device and share the same interface/connec-
tor. However, separate insertion points 220 and 230 as
shown in Fig. 2 allow an owner of the electronic device
210 or a party authorized at the authorization level X to
delegate controlled information insertion to any other par-
ty that either is authorized at the same authorization level
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X or has access to controlled information authorized by
such a party. If controlled information insertion is control-
led using digital signatures, for example, as described in
further detail below, authorization information for the au-
thorization level X, including a signature key, is inserted
onto the electronic device 210 by a party authorized at
authorization level X. Only digitally signed controlled in-
formation for which a digital signature is verified using
the signature key can then be inserted onto the electronic
device 210. In this case, authorization information is in-
serted by an authorized party, but the controlled informa-
tion insertion point 230 could be the user’s computer sys-
tem, where digitally signed controlled information for au-
thorization level X is provided to the user by an authorized
party. The user then inserts the digitally signed controlled
information onto the electronic device 210. Even though
the user inserts the digitally signed controlled information
in this example, the controlled information is established
and signed by an authorized party, not by the user.
[0031] In most implementations, the authorization in-
formation insertion point 220 and the controlled informa-
tion insertion point 230 include the same type of inter-
face/connectors 222 and 232, compatible with the inter-
face/connector 216 in the electronic device 210. Howev-
er, the electronic device 210 may alternatively include
multiple interface/connectors, such that different types
of interface/connector may be implemented at the au-
thorization information insertion point 220 and the con-
trolled information insertion point 230. Although only a
single authorization information insertion point 220 and
controlled information insertion point 230 are shown in
Fig. 2, a complete insertion system may include more
than one of each type of insertion point. In a large com-
pany, for example, corporate computer system adminis-
trators may be authorized to perform authorization infor-
mation insertion operations from administrator computer
systems, or from any corporate computer system from
which administrative functions can be accessed, thereby
providing multiple authorization information insertion
points 220. Similarly, when users insert digitally signed
controlled information onto electronic devices, as de-
scribed above, each user’s computer system is used as
a controlled information insertion point 230.
[0032] Fig. 3 is a block diagram of an electronic device
in which a system and method of multiple-level control
are implemented. In Fig. 3, the electronic device is a mo-
bile device 30 adapted to operate within a wireless net-
work. Also shown in Fig. 3 is an insertion tool 64 used to
insert authorization information onto the mobile device
30.
[0033] It should be apparent to those skilled in the art
that only the components involved in a device control
system are shown in Fig. 3. A mobile device typically
includes further components in addition to those shown
in Fig. 3. Also, the mobile device 30 is an illustrative ex-
ample of an electronic device for which some sort of us-
age control policy is desirable. Multiple-level control is
also applicable to other types of electronic devices, such

as mobile telephones, PDAs, and personal computers,
for example.
[0034] The mobile device 30 comprises a memory 32,
a processor 40, an application loader 42, an insertion
module 44, a user interface (Ul) 46, a wireless transceiver
48, and an interface or connector 50. The memory 32
preferably includes a storage area 34 for software appli-
cations, an authorization information store 36, a control
settings store 38, as well as possibly other data stores
associated with other device systems in addition to those
shown in Fig. 3.
[0035] The memory 32 is a writeable store such as a
RAM or Flash memory into which other device compo-
nents may write data. However, write and erase access
to the software application store 34, the authorization in-
formation store 36, and the control settings store 38 is
preferably restricted. For example, a user of the mobile
device 30 may be able to retrieve data from the stores
34, 36, and 38, but write and erase operations for these
stores are controlled, as described below.
[0036] The software application store 34 includes soft-
ware applications that have been installed on the mobile
device 30, and may include, for example, an electronic
messaging application, a personal information manage-
ment (PIM) application, games, as well as other applica-
tions. The authorization information store 36 stores au-
thorization information which is used to verify that re-
ceived controlled information originated with or was at
least approved by a properly authorized party. Other in-
formation, including information to identify an owner of
the mobile device 30 or authorized parties for authoriza-
tion levels or data integrity check information, for exam-
ple, may also be stored in the authorization information
store 36. Control settings, in which such controls as us-
age permissions and restrictions for the mobile device
30 may be specified, are stored in the control settings
store 38.
[0037] The processor 40 is connected to the wireless
transceiver 48 and thus enables the mobile device 30 for
communications via a wireless network. The application
loader 42 and the insertion module 44, described in fur-
ther detail below, are connected to the interface/connec-
tor 50 to allow communication with the insertion tool 64,
through the cooperating interface/connector 52. The ap-
plication loader 42 and the insertion module 44 are also
connected to the processor 40 to provide a further com-
munication path for receiving authorization information
and controlled information.
[0038] The UI 46 includes one or more UI components,
such as a keyboard or keypad, a display, or other com-
ponents which accept inputs from or provide outputs to
a user of the mobile device 30. Although shown as a
single block in Fig. 3, it should be apparent that a mobile
device 30 typically includes more than one UI, and the
UI 46 is therefore intended to represent one or more user
interfaces.
[0039] The insertion tool 64 includes an authorization
information store 60 and an interface/connector 52
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through which information is exchanged with the mobile
device 30, and thus represents an authorization informa-
tion insertion point 220 (Fig. 2). As described above, an
authorization information insertion point such as the in-
sertion tool 64 is normally controlled by an owner of an
electronic device. Therefore, the insertion tool 64 is pref-
erably implemented on an administrator computer sys-
tem used by an authorized administrator to enable serv-
ices for or otherwise configure the mobile device 30.
Since networked computer systems can typically be used
by any user, the insertion tool 64 may instead be acces-
sible to any computer system in a corporate network,
dependent upon the particular user that is currently
"logged on" the computer system. In such a system, an
insertion tool may be used to insert authorization infor-
mation for more than one authorization level. The author-
ization information accessed in the authorization store
60 is then dependent upon the particular authorization
level for which authorization information is being inserted
onto the mobile device 30. Different particular physical
authorization information stores could instead be ac-
cessed based on authorization level. Alternatively, a sep-
arate insertion tool may be implemented for each author-
ized party or authorization level.
[0040] The authorization information store 60 stores
authorization information to be inserted onto the mobile
device 30, and may be implemented, for example, on a
local memory component such as a RAM chip, a Flash
memory device, or a hard disk drive. When the insertion
tool 64 is implemented in a networked computer system
or other network-connected device, the authorization in-
formation store 60 may be a remote memory system such
as a file server that is accessible to the insertion tool 64
through a network connection. The authorization infor-
mation store 60 may instead incorporate a memory read-
er such as a smart card reader, a memory card reader,
a Secure Digital (SD) port, a floppy disk drive, or a CD
or DVD drive, for example.
[0041] Authorization information is transferred be-
tween the insertion tool 64 and the mobile device 30 via
a communication link established between the inter-
face/connectors 50 and 52. The interface/connectors 50
and 52 could be any of a plurality of compatible data
transfer components, including, for example, optical data
transfer interfaces such as Infrared Data Association (Ir-
DA) ports, other short-range wireless communications
interfaces, or wired interfaces such as serial or Universal
Serial Bus (USB) ports and connections. Known short-
range wireless communications interfaces include, for
example, "Bluetooth" modules and 802.11 modules ac-
cording to the Bluetooth or 802.11 specifications, respec-
tively. It will be apparent to those skilled in the art that
Bluetooth and 802.11 denote sets of specifications, avail-
able from the Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engi-
neers (IEEE), relating to wireless LANs and wireless per-
sonal area networks, respectively. Therefore, a commu-
nication link between the insertion tool 64 and the mobile
device 30 may be a wireless connection or a physical

wired connection.
[0042] Since communications between the insertion
tool 64 and the mobile device 30 are not necessarily via
a physical connection, references to connecting a mobile
device to an insertion tool includes establishing commu-
nications through either physical connections or wireless
transfer schemes. Thus, the mobile device 30 could be
connected to the insertion tool 64 by connecting serial
ports on the mobile device 30 and the insertion tool 64,
by positioning the mobile device 30 such that an optical
port thereof is in a line of sight of a similar port of the
insertion tool 64, or by connecting or arranging the mobile
device 30 and the insertion tool 64 in some other manner
so that data may be exchanged. The particular opera-
tions involved in establishing communications between
a mobile device and an insertion tool are dependent upon
the types of interfaces and/or connectors available in
both the mobile device and the insertion tool.
[0043] Authorization information is preferably either
pre-loaded onto the mobile device 30 before the mobile
device 30 is provided to a user, or before the mobile de-
vice 30 is configured for use. In the former example, the
user does not have physical control of the mobile device
30 until authorization information has been loaded, and
thus at least one authorization level has been created on
the mobile device 30, whereas in the latter example, the
user has possession of the mobile device 30 but is unable
to make use of the device until it is configured by, or under
the control of, at least one authorized party.
[0044] When the mobile device 30 has been connected
to the insertion tool 64, authorization information is re-
trieved from the authorization information store 60 and
transferred to the mobile device 30 through the inter-
face/connectors 52 and 50, and passed to the insertion
module 44 on the mobile device 30, which stores the
authorization information to the authorization information
store 36 in the memory 32.
[0045] Although the insertion module 44 is shown in
Fig. 3 as being connected to the interface/connector 50,
this module is preferably implemented as a software
module or application that is executed by the processor
40. As such, data transfers to and from the interface/con-
nector 50 may actually be accomplished by routing data
through the processor 40 to the interface/connector 50.
In this case, the processor 40 is instructed by the insertion
tool 64 to start the insertion module 44 before the author-
ization information is transferred to the mobile device 30.
Alternatively, the processor 40 may be configured to start
the insertion module 44 whenever authorization informa-
tion is received. The insertion tool 64 may similarly be a
software module or application that is executed by a proc-
essor in a computer system or device on which the in-
sertion tool 64 operates.
[0046] The authorization information that is pre-loaded
onto the mobile device 30 preferably includes at least
data integrity and source authentication information,
such as a digital signature public key which corresponds
to a digital signature private key used by parties author-
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ized at a particular authorization level to digitally sign
information before it is transferred to the mobile device
30. Pre-loading of authorization information enables
greater security of device control operations, as de-
scribed in further detail below in the context of digital
signatures.
[0047] In a device control scheme using digital signa-
tures to verify data integrity and authenticate a source of
data, if a digital signature public key for an authorization
level has been inserted into the authorization information
store 36 on the mobile device 30, controlled information
associated with that authorization level may then be in-
serted onto the mobile device 30. For example, a con-
trolled information insertion tool configured for use with
the mobile device 30 is similar to the insertion tool 64,
including a controlled information store and an inter-
face/connector compatible with the interface/connector
50. A list of software applications that a user is authorized
to install on the mobile device 30, a list of required soft-
ware applications that must be installed on the mobile
device 30, or device configuration settings, for example,
may be specified when the controlled information in-
cludes control settings. As described above, control set-
tings represent one possible means for controlling oper-
ation of an electronic device. An authorization level may
or may not have associated control settings.
[0048] Controlled information is received by the mobile
device 30 from either an insertion tool or another source,
over the interface/connector 50, the wireless transceiver
48, or any other available communication subsystem or
component. For example, initial control settings might be
inserted onto the mobile device using an insertion tool
with an interface compatible with the interface/connector
50, whereas software applications or updated control set-
tings may be received over a wireless network.
[0049] In order to prevent a user from inserting false
control settings or other controlled information to thereby
circumvent device controls, controlled information is pref-
erably digitally signed using a digital signature private
key associated with the appropriate authorization level
before being transferred to the mobile device 30. The
insertion module 44 is configured to verify the digital sig-
nature before the controlled information is stored on the
mobile device 30. If digital signature verification fails, then
the controlled information is not stored on the mobile de-
vice 30.
[0050] Digital signature schemes generally involve
some sort of transformation of information to provide for
checking the integrity of the information and authentica-
tion of a source of the signed information. According to
one known digital signature technique, a digest of infor-
mation to be digitally signed is generated using a non-re-
versible digest algorithm or transformation, such as the
Secure Hashing Algorithm 1 (SHA-1) or the Message-
Digest algorithm 5 (MD5). The digest is then further trans-
formed using a digital signature private key and a signa-
ture algorithm to generate a digital signature. A digital
signature public key corresponding to the private key is

used to verify the digital signature.
[0051] In the context of controlled information, inser-
tion of a digital signature public key for an authorization
level onto the mobile device 30 as part of the authoriza-
tion information provides for digital signature-based se-
curity of controlled information. Controlled information is
digitally signed before transfer to the mobile device 30,
and the insertion module 44 then verifies that the con-
trolled information was signed using the digital signature
private key for the corresponding authorization level,
known only to parties authorized at that authorization lev-
el, and that the controlled information was not changed
after being signed, before it is stored on the mobile device
30. Thus, only controlled information that originates with,
or is at least signed by, an appropriately authorized party
is stored and used on the mobile device 30. Properly
signed controlled information in the form of control set-
tings is stored to the control settings store 38. Other types
of properly signed controlled information are similarly
processed and stored in the control settings store 38, the
software application store 34, or possibly other stores on
the mobile device 30.
[0052] Controlled information is established based on
a set of functions that an authorized party wishes to con-
trol on an electronic device, and tends to change rela-
tively infrequently once established. Such controlled in-
formation is digitally signed by a secure computer system
or software component to which only parties authorized
at a particular authorization level have access, using the
digital signature private key of the authorization level.
Signed controlled information is then stored at a location
that is accessible to administrator computer systems and
possibly other computer systems, and retrieved as re-
quired.
[0053] A controlled information insertion tool then
transfers the signed controlled information to the mobile
device 30. Depending upon how often controlled infor-
mation changes or is expected to change, the signed
controlled information may be further distributed to each
computer system in a network in order to provide local
access to signed controlled information. When new con-
trolled information is generated and signed, the signed
new controlled information preferably replaces any ex-
isting copies of the controlled information, as described
in further detail below. Wide distribution of controlled in-
formation provides easier access to the controlled infor-
mation, whereas shared remote storage of controlled in-
formation requires fewer updates when new controlled
information is established.
[0054] It is also possible to support digital signature
generation for controlled information on a controlled in-
formation insertion tool. However, this requires that the
controlled information insertion tool has access to the
digital signature private key for at least one authorization
level. Digital signing of controlled information only by au-
thorized parties is generally preferred in that it limits ac-
cess to digital signature private keys.
[0055] When signed controlled information is trans-
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ferred to the insertion module 44, or the application loader
42 in the case of a software application, digital signature
verification operations are performed. If the digital signa-
ture is verified, then the controlled information is stored
on the mobile device 30 in the control settings store 38
or the software applications store 34. For a software ap-
plication, any required installation operations are also
preferably executed when a digital signature is verified.
Where digital signature verification fails, the controlled
information is not stored. In this case, an error or like
indication may be output to a user on a UI 46 such as a
display, and an error message may be returned to the
source of the controlled information, and retry or other
error processing operations may be performed at the
controlled information source, the mobile device 30, or
both.
[0056] Given the importance of the digital signature
key, at least a first authorization information insertion op-
eration for any authorization level is preferably performed
by a party authorized at that authorization level, in order
to ensure that only authorized controlled information can
subsequently be inserted onto the mobile device 30. This
prevents a user from circumventing device control by in-
serting a digital signature key other than the digital sig-
nature key for an authorization level onto the mobile de-
vice 30.
[0057] When controlled information changes, where
an owner wishes to expand or further restrict the use of
an electronic device or provide a new software applica-
tion, for example, the new controlled information is added
to or replaces existing controlled information, provided
that the controlled information is inserted or approved by
a party authorized at the required authorization level. For
example, an existing version of control settings is pref-
erably replaced when new control settings for the same
authorization level are established and inserted onto an
electronic device. Similarly, a new version of a software
application preferably replaces an existing version of the
same software application already installed on an elec-
tronic device. However, a new software application that
is not installed on an electronic device is preferably in-
stalled without replacing existing software applications.
As described above, new controlled information is pref-
erably digitally signed, and the signed new controlled in-
formation is distributed to one or more locations from
which it is retrieved for insertion onto electronic devices.
[0058] Any of several mechanisms for distribution of
signed new controlled information to electronic devices
are possible. When new controlled information is distrib-
uted to each controlled information insertion tool, for ex-
ample, insertion tools are preferably configured to detect
receipt of new controlled information, and to transfer the
new controlled information to the mobile device 30 the
next time the mobile device 30 is connected to the con-
trolled information insertion tool. As described above, a
controlled information insertion point 230 (Fig. 2), may
be controlled by a user of an electronic device. Since
many electronic devices are configured to be synchro-

nized with computer systems, this type of controlled in-
formation distribution may be supported by implementing
a controlled information insertion tool in a user’s compu-
ter system. New controlled information is then inserted
onto the electronic device the next time the electronic
device is synchronized with the computer system.
[0059] Alternatively, new signed controlled information
may be sent to a mobile devices through a wireless net-
work, via the LAN 18, the WAN 12, and the wireless net-
work gateway 16, as shown in Fig. 1, for example. Such
signed controlled information could be sent to mobile de-
vices either directly or through one or more controlled
information insertion tools. Although the digital signature
public key for an authorization level is preferably initially
transferred to an electronic device such as the mobile
device 30 through the interface/connectors 52 and 50,
other communication links which cannot be physically
secured or protected, such as wireless or public commu-
nication network links, may be used to subsequently
transfer signed controlled information to an electronic de-
vice that is enabled for communications over such other
links. When a digital signature public key for an authori-
zation level has been inserted on a mobile device 30,
then the insertion module 44 or the application loader 42
is able to verify both the integrity and the source identity
of signed controlled information, whether it is received
via the interface/connector 50 or the wireless transceiver
48. In this type of implementation, for example, a con-
trolled information insertion tool may include a different
type of interface to the mobile device 30 than the author-
ization information insertion tool 64.
[0060] Initial storage of controlled information, as well
as replacement of existing controlled information, is
thereby dependent upon verification of a digital signature
by the insertion module 44 or the application loader 42.
Those skilled in the art will appreciate that other checks
may also be performed by an electronic device before
existing information is replaced. In order to prevent replay
attacks, in which old controlled information is resent by
an attacker and received by the electronic device, con-
trolled information preferably includes version informa-
tion. Existing controlled information is replaced only
where received controlled information is newer than the
existing controlled information. Generally, newer control-
led information has a higher version number.
[0061] Although authorization information is preferably
inserted onto the mobile device 30 using the insertion
tool 64 and the interface/connectors 50 and 52 as de-
scribed above, updated authorization information may
alternatively be transferred to the mobile device 30 via
other communication paths. Authorization information is
updated, for example, when the digital signature private/
public key pair for an authorization level is changed. To
this end, the insertion tool 64 may include other types of
communication modules, such as a wireless transceiver
or network connector, for example, that are less secure
than the interface/connectors 50 and 52. Any such up-
dates are dependent upon verification of a digital signa-
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ture using a digital signature public key in existing au-
thorization information.
[0062] When authorization information, as well as as-
sociated control settings if any, have been inserted onto
the mobile device 30, control policies associated with any
authorization levels created on the mobile device 30 are
enforced. Control policy enforcement on the mobile de-
vice 30 is supported in the application loader 42, the in-
sertion module 44, and an operating system executed
by the processor 40. The application loader 42 controls
software application installation, the insertion module 44
controls insertion of authorization information and con-
trolled information, and the mobile device operating sys-
tem controls other device operations, by checking control
settings, for example, to ensure that operations are per-
mitted. It is also contemplated that a software application
or module that itself enforces control policies at an au-
thorization level could be inserted onto an electronic de-
vice with authorization information. Where software ap-
plication installation control is established by injecting
such a software module along with authorization infor-
mation, the application loader 42, or a control software
module that operates in conjunction with the application
loader 42, is inserted onto the mobile device 30 with au-
thorization information associated with a software appli-
cation installation authorization level.
[0063] The foregoing description relates primarily to
writing authorization information and controlled informa-
tion to memory on an electronic device such as the mobile
device 30. However, an owner or authorized party may
also wish to erase authorization information or controlled
information, without replacing existing information with
new information. In this case, since information is not
being written to memory on a device, no signed author-
ization information or controlled information is sent to the
device. Instead, an erase command or request is sent to
the device. Erasure is a further function supported by the
insertion module 44 in some implementations.
[0064] Referring again to Fig. 3, if authorization infor-
mation or controlled information is to be erased from the
authorization information store 36, then an erase com-
mand or request is digitally signed and sent to the inser-
tion module 44. As with new authorization information or
controlled information, a signed command or request
could be sent to the mobile device 30 through either the
interface/connector 50 or the wireless transceiver 48. For
example, the insertion tool 64 could be adapted to erase
existing authorization information from the mobile device
30 by providing an erase command generator or store
which is also coupled to the interface/connector 52. Al-
ternatively, authorization information erasure could be
accomplished using a specialized erasure tool incorpo-
rating such an erase command generator or store and
an interface to the mobile device 30. Erasure of controlled
information is preferably controlled in a similar manner.
[0065] The insertion module 44, using the digital sig-
nature public key in existing authorization information on
the mobile device 30, executes the command or com-

pletes the request if a digital signature is verified. In some
instance, version verification also occurs prior to execu-
tion or completion. Otherwise, the command or request
is preferably ignored, and an error or failure indication
may be displayed to a user on a UI 46 on the mobile
device 30, returned to a sending system or device that
sent the command or request, or both. Further error or
failure processing routines may then be performed at the
sending system or device. From the foregoing descrip-
tion, it should be apparent that erasure, and any other
supported authorization information and controlled infor-
mation management functions, require a signature by a
party authorized at a particular authorization level asso-
ciated with the information being erased or managed, or
at a higher authorization level where a hierarchical au-
thorization level structure exists.
[0066] As shown in Fig. 3, other systems on the mobile
device 30 have access to the memory 32. However, such
device systems cannot insert, change, or erase author-
ization information or controlled information without sub-
mitting properly signed information or commands. Any
data stores, such as the software application store 34,
authorization information store 36, and the control set-
tings store 38, that store authorization information or con-
trolled information are therefore preferably located in pro-
tected memory areas, such as outside a file system used
by other device systems. Only the insertion module 44
and the application loader 42 have write and erase ac-
cess to these stores, such that digital signature-based
control of insertion and erasure of authorization informa-
tion and controlled information is maintained. Other de-
vice systems have read only access to authorization in-
formation and controlled information. In one embodi-
ment, any systems or components through which the
memory 32 is accessible are configured to allow memory
read operations from any locations in the memory 32,
but deny any write or erase operations to memory loca-
tions storing authorization information or controlled infor-
mation unless the operations originate with or are author-
ized by the insertion module 44 or the application loader
42. In an alternative implementation, a memory manager
(not shown) is provided to manage all memory access
operations. Such a memory manager is configured to
direct any write or erase operations involving authoriza-
tion information or controlled information stores to the
insertion module 44 or the application loader 42 for digital
signature checking and authorization before completing
the operations. Authorization information and controlled
information may thereby be read by other device sys-
tems, but may only be inserted, changed, or erased when
a digital signature is verified.
[0067] Fig. 4 is a flow diagram illustrating a method of
inserting authorization information onto an electronic de-
vice. The method in Fig. 4 begins at step 72, when au-
thorization information for an authorization level is estab-
lished. This involves such operations as generating or
obtaining a digital signature private/public key pair for the
authorization level, for example. The authorization infor-
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mation is then digitally signed (if prior authorization infor-
mation exists) and sent to the electronic device at step 74.
[0068] At step 76, a determination is made as to wheth-
er authorization information for the same authorization
level already exists on the electronic device, by checking
an authorization information store, for example. Where
authorization information does not exist on the electronic
device, such as for an initial insertion of authorization
information, the authorization information is inserted onto
the electronic device at step 84, by storing the authori-
zation information to a memory on the electronic device.
When the authorization information is initially being in-
serted onto the electronic device, it need not necessarily
be digitally signed. As described above, initial authoriza-
tion information insertion is preferably performed directly
by or at least under the authorization of a party authorized
at the authorization level being created on the electronic
device, such as an owner of the device.
[0069] A digital signature associated with the received
authorization information is checked at step 78 where
authorization information already exists on the electronic
device. If the digital signature is not verified, as deter-
mined at step 80, the authorization information is not in-
serted onto the electronic device, and error processing
is invoked at step 82. As described above, error process-
ing may include such operations as indicating an error
or failure on a UI of the electronic device and sending an
error or failure message to an insertion tool or system
from which the authorization information was sent. The
authorization information is inserted onto the electronic
device at step 84 where the digital signature was verified.
Although not explicitly shown in Fig. 4, insertion of au-
thorization information may also be dependent upon ver-
sion or sequence information in the existing and received
authorization information to prevent insertion of outdated
authorization information via a replay attack. The method
of Fig. 4 is repeated for each authorization level to be
created on an electronic device.
[0070] After authorization information for an authoriza-
tion level has been inserted on an electronic device, in-
sertion of controlled information for that authorization lev-
el is restricted, as is evident from steps 76, 78, and 80.
An organization implementing an electronic device con-
trol scheme therefore also implements measures to pro-
tect the confidentiality of information required to insert
authorization information and controlled information onto
its electronic devices, by controlling access to such con-
fidential information, and possibly access to insertion
tools used to insert authorization information and con-
trolled information. For example, confidential Information
such as a digital signature private key that is used by an
authorized party to insert information for an authorization
level is preferably known or accessible only to parties
authorized at that authorization level. In the unlikely event
that such information is obtained by an unauthorized par-
ty or lost by an authorized party, however, an electronic
device control scheme may be compromised.
[0071] When an unauthorized party obtains a digital

signature private key for an authorization level, for ex-
ample, then that unauthorized party can potentially insert
its own controlled information onto electronic devices. In
this situation, a party authorized at the authorization level
preferably generates or obtains a new digital signature
public/private key pair to replace the existing key pair,
establishes new authorization information including the
new public key for the authorization level, digitally signs
the new authorization information using the existing pri-
vate key, and inserts the new authorization information
onto each electronic device supporting that authorization
level. As a precautionary measure, new controlled infor-
mation is then also preferably inserted onto each such
electronic device to replace any controlled information
that might have been inserted by the unauthorized party.
[0072] With the digital signature private key, an unau-
thorized party can also insert its own authorization infor-
mation, including a digital signature public key corre-
sponding to its own private key, for an authorization level.
This prevents an authorized party from inserting new au-
thorization information as described above, since the dig-
ital signature on the new authorization information cannot
be verified using the public key inserted by the unauthor-
ized party. A similar situation arises when authorized par-
ties lose a digital signature private key. In these cases,
a hierarchical authorization level structure is desirable in
that compromise of a lower authorization level is rectified
through a higher authorization level. In one embodiment,
a master authorization level is created on every electronic
device in an organization. This may be performed, for
example, by a device manufacturer inserting a digital sig-
nature public key onto an electronic device. This key
might be generated by or provided to a device owner or
an entity trusted by the device owner, or retained by the
device manufacturer to allow the device manufacturer to
assist in recovery operations after confidential informa-
tion has been compromised. Retention of such a key by
the device manufacturer or a trusted entity outside the
owner’s company or organization provides for electronic
device control recovery even if confidential information
for every other authorization level on an electronic device
is lost or obtained by an unauthorized party. Since con-
fidential information for the master authorization level is
maintained separately, at the manufacturer or external
trusted entity premises, confidential information required
for the master authorization level remains secure, and
can then be used to re-establish authorization levels and
device control by inserting new authorization information
onto each electronic device.
[0073] According to another embodiment, targeted re-
covery operations are performed. When confidential in-
formation for an authorization level is lost but has not
been obtained by an unauthorized party, device control
remains effective. However, new authorization informa-
tion or controlled information for that authorization level
cannot be inserted onto electronic devices, even by a
party authorized at that level. Although confidential infor-
mation for the authorization level has been lost, the ex-
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isting authorization information for the same authoriza-
tion level may still be available. By providing both new
authorization information and the existing authorization
information to a party authorized at a higher authorization
level, the new authorization information signed by the
higher authorized party is inserted only onto those de-
vices on which the existing authorization information is
stored. In this instance, the signed new authorization in-
formation could be sent to all of an owner’s electronic
devices, but is inserted onto each electronic device only
if the existing authorization is found. This functionality is
enabled, for example, by sending a software application
that searches for the existing authorization information,
along with the new authorization information. If required
under current device control policies, the software appli-
cation may also be signed. Targeted recovery inserts
new authorization information for an authorization level
only onto devices on which the authorization level was
previously created. This recovery mechanism is also ef-
fective when confidential information has been obtained
by an unauthorized party, provided authorized informa-
tion has not yet been changed by the unauthorized party.
[0074] In reference to Fig. 4, a negative determination
is made at step 80 when new authorization information,
signed using a digital signature private key correspond-
ing to a digital signature public key that has been replaced
by an unauthorized party or a key associated with a high-
er authorization level, is received at an electronic device.
However, if the error processing at step 82 includes re-
peating steps 78 and 80 using authorization information
for each higher authorization level, then device control
is eventually recovered by inserting new authorization
information, signed using a private key associated with
a higher authorization level, onto electronic devices. A
master authorization level for which confidential informa-
tion, such as a digital signature private key is maintained
separately from confidential information for other author-
ization levels, thus provides a further mechanism for de-
vice control recovery when security of authorization lev-
els are breached.
[0075] Although this recovery mechanism involves in-
tervention by the device manufacturer or the trusted en-
tity, it avoids alternative recovery operations, such as re-
programming or rebuilding each electronic device, that
are more costly and inconvenient for both the owner and
the manufacturer or trusted party. The manufacturer or
the trusted entity need only digitally sign new authoriza-
tion information that is to be inserted onto the electronic
devices where a master authorization level is supported.
[0076] Initial insertion of authorization information cre-
ates an authorization level on an electronic device and
restricts subsequent insertion of controlled information
for that authorization level onto the electronic device. Fig.
5 is a flow diagram illustrating a method of inserting con-
trolled information onto an electronic device.
[0077] At step 92, controlled information is established,
based on how an electronic device is to be controlled.
Controlled information, as described above, may include

control settings, a software application, or other informa-
tion affecting the operation of an electronic device. The
controlled information is then signed and sent to the elec-
tronic device at step 94. The digital signature on the con-
trolled information is then checked at step 96. At step 98,
it is determined whether the digital signature is verified
based on authorization information for the corresponding
authorization level. Error processing, which may involve
operations similar to those described above in conjunc-
tion with step 82 in Fig. 4, is performed at step 100 where
the digital signature is not verified. If authorization infor-
mation including a digital signature key has not been pre-
viously inserted onto the electronic device, or the con-
trolled information was not signed using a digital signa-
ture key corresponding to the digital signature key insert-
ed onto the electronic device for the authorization level
associated with the controlled information, then the digital
signature is not verified at step 98.
[0078] Where the digital signature is verified at step
98, it is then determined at step 101 whether the received
controlled information is current, such as by determining
whether a version number of the received controlled in-
formation is greater than the version number of existing
controlled information. The received controlled informa-
tion is inserted onto the electronic device at step 102
where the digital signature was verified and the received
controlled information is current. Step 102 entails storing
the controlled information to an appropriate data store
on the electronic device, and possibly performing instal-
lation procedures where the controlled information is a
software application, for example. Otherwise, error
processing is performed at step 100.
[0079] If the controlled information is a software appli-
cation, an authorization level that controls software ap-
plication installation controls operation of an electronic
device by restricting the insertion of controlled informa-
tion, and thus the particular software applications that
are installed on the device. In the case of control settings
however, the controlled information itself, once inserted,
controls the electronic device.
[0080] Fig. 6 is a flow diagram showing a method of
controlling an electronic device. The method in Fig. 6 is
an illustrative example of electronic device control based
on control settings. As described above, not every au-
thorization level has associated control settings.
[0081] At step 110, an operation request is received at
the electronic device. Operation requests include, for ex-
ample, a function call from a software application exe-
cuting on the electronic device, an attempt by a user, a
software application, or a system on the electronic device
to perform an operation, and the like. Where software
application installation is controlled using control settings
that specify a list of approved software applications, in-
stead of the insertion-based installation control described
above in conjunction with Fig. 5, operation requests also
include receipt of a software application for installation.
Such requests originate with a user, a software applica-
tion, a device system, or possibly a remote system or
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device. If authorization information relevant to the oper-
ation request does not exist on the electronic device, as
determined at step 112, then no authorization level has
been established for that operation, and the operation is
performed at step 122. In the example of a received soft-
ware application, step 122 involves installation of the soft-
ware application on the electronic device.
[0082] In an alternative embodiment, the default action
upon a negative determination at step 112 is to revert to
error processing. An electronic device configured in this
manner is inoperable, or has only limited functionality,
until an authorization level is created on the device. This
type of configuration is preferred where an owner pro-
vides electronic devices to employees before authoriza-
tion information is inserted.
[0083] Where authorization information exists, it is de-
termined at step 114 whether associated control settings
also exist. Error processing operations, such as present-
ing an error message to a user of the electronic device
and returning an error indication to a source from which
the operation request was received, are performed at
step 116 if authorization information exists, but control
settings do not exist. This situation occurs, for example,
when authorization information has been inserted onto
an electronic device to create an authorization level as-
sociated with the operation, but control settings have not
yet been inserted. In this case, the existence of authori-
zation information on the electronic device indicates that
some level of control over the operation is intended, even
though control settings have not yet been inserted. The
operations of determining whether control settings exist
at step 112 and then reverting to error processing at step
116 where control settings do not exist prevents execu-
tion of controlled operations after an authorization level
has been created, but before control settings have been
inserted.
[0084] Alternatively, default action in response to a
negative determination at step 114 could be to revert to
step 122, where an owner or authorized party, at its dis-
cretion, does not wish to restrict device operations before
control settings are inserted. This type of default action
is useful when an authorization level was created to sup-
port future control settings that have not yet been estab-
lished or distributed.
[0085] Some types of requested operations might also
be partially completed as a default action. A received
software application, for example, could be stored on an
electronic device in such a way that it is not executable,
and then checked against an allowed software applica-
tion list when control settings are subsequently inserted
onto the electronic device. Although software applica-
tions are stored on an electronic device in this embodi-
ment, they are not usable until control settings are insert-
ed onto the electronic device, and it is confirmed that the
software applications are authorized for installation. The
amount of memory space made available for such soft-
ware application storage is preferably limited, so that
available memory space is not depleted by storing un-

checked and possibly unauthorized software applica-
tions. In another embodiment, received software appli-
cations are installed, checked against control settings
when control settings are inserted, and then removed if
not allowed. Such checking of existing software applica-
tions and possibly other electronic device components
or configuration settings when control settings are insert-
ed is also useful following device control recovery. Un-
authorized functions, configuration settings, and soft-
ware applications that were enabled or installed by an
unauthorized party or before authorization information or
controlled information inserted by such a party was re-
placed, for example, are then disabled, reset, or removed
unless they comply with new authorization information
and controlled information.
[0086] When both authorization information and con-
trol settings have been inserted onto an electronic device,
it is determined at step 118 whether the operation is per-
mitted. In the case of a received software application and
control settings specifying approved software applica-
tions, step 118 involves determining whether the soft-
ware application is one of the approved software appli-
cations. The requested operation is performed at step
122 where the operation is permitted. Otherwise, error
processing is performed at step 120.
[0087] As described above, control settings may in-
clude not only permissions and restrictions for electronic
device operations and software applications, but also a
list of required software applications or modules which
may be checked from time to time to ensure that all re-
quired software applications are present on an electronic
device. For example, an electronic device may be con-
figured to check for required software applications at step
118 when certain types of operation request are received,
and to perform the operation at step 122 only when all
required software applications are found. This function-
ality permits a corporate owner to prevent operations to
access corporate messaging services or data if a secure
communication software application or utility is not in-
stalled on an electronic device, for instance.
[0088] The method shown in Fig. 6 and described
above applies to authorization levels having associated
control settings. For authorization levels having no con-
trol settings, such as an authorization level providing dig-
ital signature-based control of software application instal-
lation, operations are controlled substantially as shown
in Fig. 5. That is, operations are permitted or denied
based on authorization information for a particular au-
thorization level. Commands or requests to write data to
or erase data from an authorization information store, a
controlled information store, or a software application
store are also preferably controlled in this manner, al-
though permissions and restrictions for such commands
or requests could instead be specified in control settings.
[0089] Insertion of authorization information and con-
trolled information may be secured by other than public
key digital signature schemes, or by other means than
digital signatures. Instead of checking digital signatures
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on authorization information, controlled information, and
restricted commands or requests, an electronic device
might issue a cryptographic challenge using a previously
inserted cryptographic key associated with an owner of
the electronic device. The cryptographic key could be a
public key of the owner or a secret key shared between
the owner and the electronic device. Operations such as
authorization information insertion or controlled informa-
tion insertion or erasure would then be performed when
a valid challenge response is returned. As those skilled
in the art will appreciate, a valid challenge response can
only be generated using a corresponding cryptographic
key. Data integrity and source authentication could in-
stead be assumed, for example, where authentication
information or controlled information are sent to an elec-
tronic device over a secure channel. If the device properly
decrypts information received via the secure channel,
then it is assumed that the information is valid and was
sent by an authorized party. In this latter scheme, the
source and device share a public/private key pair, or a
common symmetric key.
[0090] When software application installation is con-
trolled on the basis of control settings that include an
authorized software application list, for example, the list
is searched to determine whether a received software
application is one of the authorized software applications.
Such a search is performed by the application loader 42
in Fig. 3 and embodied at step 118 in Fig. 6. An authorized
software application list preferably includes information
which uniquely identifies the authorized software appli-
cations, such as a hash of the software application source
code or executable code, for example. Since a software
application developer is free to choose a file name for
any software application, file names do not provide a re-
liable authorization check. However, if a party authorized
at the authorization level associated with software appli-
cation installation control generates a hash of each au-
thorized software application and includes the hash in
the control settings inserted onto an electronic device,
then only particular versions of authorized software ap-
plications can be installed on the electronic device. A
hash of any received software application is generated,
and the received software application is installed only if
the generated hash matches a hash in the control set-
tings. In order to support different hashing algorithms on
different electronic devices, more than one hash of each
software application may be included in the control set-
tings. Any of a number of different hashing algorithms is
then used to generate a hash of a received software ap-
plication. Other unique transformations than hashes
could also be used to generate controlled information
and to determine whether received software applications
are authorized for installation.
[0091] Control settings may also specify a list of re-
quired software applications, uniquely identifying man-
datory software applications that must be installed on an
electronic device. A required software application list al-
lows an authorized party to ensure that every electronic

device under their control supports certain core functions,
such as electronic messaging and secure communica-
tions, for example. Software applications in a required
software application list may be uniquely identified by
one or more hashes, as described above in the context
of authorized applications. In the mobile device 30 (Fig.
3), the processor 40, the application loader 42, the inser-
tion module 44, or a further device component or system
is configured to periodically check to ensure that each
required software application is present, and that a hash
of each required software application matches a hash in
the required software application list. Where a required
software application is not present on the mobile device
30 or its hash does not match a hash in the required
software application list, which occurs when a software
application has been changed, the mobile device 30, or
at least some of its functions, is rendered unusable.
[0092] In addition, an electronic device in which sys-
tems and methods described above are implemented
may include fewer, further, or additional components
than shown in Figs. 2 and 3. Fig. 7 is a block diagram of
a mobile device as an example of such an electronic de-
vice.
[0093] The mobile device 500 is preferably a two-way
communication device having at least voice and data
communication capabilities, and preferably also has the
capability to communicate with other computer systems
on the Internet. Depending on the functionality provided
by the mobile device, the mobile device may be referred
to as a data messaging device, a two-way pager, a mobile
telephone with data messaging capabilities, a wireless
Internet appliance, or a data communication device (with
or without telephony capabilities). As mentioned above,
such devices are referred to generally herein simply as
mobile devices.
[0094] The mobile device 500 includes a transceiver
511, a microprocessor 538, a display 522, non-volatile
memory 524, random access memory (RAM) 526, aux-
iliary input/output (I/O) devices 528, a serial port 530, a
keyboard 532, a speaker 534, a microphone 536, a short-
range wireless communications sub-system 540, and
other device sub-systems 542. The transceiver 511 in-
cludes transmit and receive antennas 516, 518, a receiv-
er (Rx) 512, a transmitter (Tx) 514, one or more local
oscillators (LOs) 513, and a digital signal processor
(DSP) 520. Within the non-volatile memory 524, the mo-
bile device 500 includes a plurality of software modules
524A-524N that can be executed by the microprocessor
538 (and/or the DSP 520), including a voice communi-
cation module 524A, a data communication module
524B, and a plurality of other operational modules 524N
for carrying out a plurality of other functions.
[0095] The mobile device 500 is preferably a two-way
communication device having voice and data communi-
cation capabilities. Thus, for example, the mobile device
500 may communicate over a voice network, such as
any of the analog or digital cellular networks, and may
also communicate over a data network. The voice and
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data networks are depicted in Fig. 7 by the communica-
tion tower 519. These voice and data networks may be
separate communication networks using separate infra-
structure, such as base stations, network controllers,
etc., or they may be integrated into a single wireless net-
work. References to the network 519 should therefore
be interpreted as encompassing both a single voice and
data network and separate networks.
[0096] The communication subsystem 511 is used to
communicate with the network 519. The DSP 520 is used
to send and receive communication signals to and from
the transmitter 514 and receiver 512, and also exchange
control information with the transmitter 514 and receiver
512. If the voice and data communications occur at a
single frequency, or closely-spaced set of frequencies,
then a single LO 513 may be used in conjunction with
the transmitter 514 and receiver 512. Alternatively, if dif-
ferent frequencies are utilized for voice communications
versus data communications or the mobile device 500 is
enabled for communications on more than one network
519, then a plurality of LOs 513 can be used to generate
frequencies corresponding to those used in the network
519. Although two antennas 516, 518 are depicted in Fig.
7, the mobile device 500 could be used with a single
antenna structure. Information, which includes both voice
and data information, is communicated to and from the
communication module 511 via a link between the DSP
520 and the microprocessor 538.
[0097] The detailed design of the communication sub-
system 511, such as frequency band, component selec-
tion, power level, etc., is dependent upon the communi-
cation network 519 in which the mobile device 500 is
intended to operate. For example, a mobile device 500
intended to operate in a North American market may in-
clude a communication subsystem 511 designed to op-
erate with the Mobitex or DataTAC mobile data commu-
nication networks and also designed to operate with any
of a variety of voice communication networks, such as
AMPS, TDMA, CDMA, PCS, etc., whereas a mobile de-
vice 500 intended for use in Europe may be configured
to operate with the GPRS data communication network
and the GSM voice communication network. Other types
of data and voice networks, both separate and integrated,
may also be utilized with the mobile device 500.
[0098] Communication network access requirements
for the mobile device 500 also vary depending upon the
type of network 519. For example, in the Mobitex and
DataTAC data networks, mobile devices are registered
on the network using a unique identification number as-
sociated with each device. In GPRS data networks, how-
ever, network access is associated with a subscriber or
user of the mobile device 500. A GPRS device typically
requires a subscriber identity module ("SIM"), which is
required in order to operate the mobile device 500 on a
GPRS network. Local or non-network communication
functions (if any) may be operable, without the SIM, but
the mobile device 500 is unable to carry out functions
involving communications over the network 519, other

than any legally required operations, such as ’911’ emer-
gency calling.
[0099] After any required network registration or acti-
vation procedures have been completed, the mobile de-
vice 500 is able to send and receive communication sig-
nals, preferably including both voice and data signals,
over the network 519. Signals received by the antenna
516 from the communication network 519 are routed to
the receiver 512, which performs such functions as signal
amplification, frequency down conversion, filtering, chan-
nel selection, and analog to digital conversion. Analog to
digital conversion of the received signal allows more
complex communication functions, such as digital de-
modulation and decoding, to be performed using the DSP
520. In a similar manner, signals to be transmitted to the
network 519 are processed, including modulation and
encoding, for example, by the DSP 520 and are then
provided to the transmitter 514 for digital to analog con-
version, frequency up conversion, filtering, amplification
and transmission to the communication network 519 via
the antenna 518. Although a single transceiver 511 is
shown for both voice and data communications, in alter-
native embodiments, the mobile device 500 may include
multiple distinct transceivers, such as a first transceiver
for transmitting and receiving voice signals, and a second
transceiver for transmitting and receiving data signals,
or a first transceiver configured to operate within a first
frequency band, and a second transceiver configured to
operate within a second frequency band.
[0100] In addition to processing the communication
signals, the DSP 520 also provides for receiver and trans-
mitter control. For example, the gain levels applied to
communication signals in the receiver 512 and transmit-
ter 514 may be adaptively controlled through automatic
gain control algorithms implemented in the DSP 520.
Other transceiver control algorithms could also be imple-
mented in the DSP 520 in order to provide more sophis-
ticated control of the transceiver 511.
[0101] The microprocessor 538 preferably manages
and controls the overall operation of the mobile device
500. Many types of microprocessors or microcontrollers
could be used here, or, alternatively, a single DSP 520
could be used to carry out the functions of the microproc-
essor 538. Low-level communication functions, including
at least data and voice communications, are performed
through the DSP 520 in the transceiver 511. High-level
communication applications, including the voice commu-
nication application 524A, and the data communication
application 524B are stored in the non-volatile memory
524 for execution by the microprocessor 538. For exam-
ple, the voice communication module 524A may provide
a high-level user interface operable to transmit and re-
ceive voice calls between the mobile device 500 and a
plurality of other voice devices via the network 519. Sim-
ilarly, the data communication module 524B may provide
a high-level user interface operable for sending and re-
ceiving data, such as e-mail messages, files, organizer
information, short text messages, etc., between the mo-
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bile device 500 and a plurality of other data devices via
the network 519.
[0102] The microprocessor 538 also interacts with oth-
er device subsystems, such as the display 522, RAM
526, auxiliary I/O devices 528, serial port 530, keyboard
532, speaker 534, microphone 536, a short-range com-
munications subsystem 540 and any other device sub-
systems generally designated as 542. For example, the
modules 524A-N are executed by the microprocessor
538 and may provide a high-level interface between a
user of the mobile device and the mobile device. This
interface typically includes a graphical component pro-
vided through the display 522, and an input/output com-
ponent provided through the auxiliary I/O devices 528,
keyboard 532, speaker 534, or microphone 536. Such
interfaces are designated generally as UI 46 in Fig. 3.
[0103] Some of the subsystems shown in Fig. 7 per-
form communication-related functions, whereas other
subsystems may provide "resident" or on-device func-
tions. Notably, some subsystems, such as keyboard 532
and display 522 may be used for both communication-
related functions, such as entering a text message for
transmission over a data communication network, and
device-resident functions such as a calculator or task list
or other PDA type functions.
[0104] Operating system software used by the micro-
processor 538 is preferably stored in a persistent store
such as the non-volatile memory 524. In addition to the
operating system and communication modules 524A-N,
the non-volatile memory 524 may include a file system
for storing data. The non-volatile memory 524 may also
include data stores for authorization information and con-
trolled information. The operating system, specific device
applications or modules, or parts thereof, may be tem-
porarily loaded into a volatile store, such as RAM 526 for
faster operation. Moreover, received communication sig-
nals may also be temporarily stored to RAM 526, before
permanently writing them to a file system located in the
non-volatile memory 524. The non-volatile memory 524
may be implemented, for example, with Flash memory,
non-volatile RAM, or battery backed-up RAM.
[0105] An exemplary application module 524N that
may be loaded onto the mobile device 500 is a PIM ap-
plication providing PDA functionality, such as calendar
events, appointments, and task items. This module 524N
may also interact with the voice communication module
524A for managing phone calls, voice mails, etc., and
may also interact with the data communication module
524B for managing e-mail communications and other da-
ta transmissions. Alternatively, all of the functionality of
the voice communication module 524A and the data com-
munication module 524B may be integrated into the PIM
module.
[0106] The non-volatile memory 524 preferably pro-
vides a file system to facilitate storage of PIM data items
on the device. The PIM application preferably includes
the ability to send and receive data items, either by itself,
or in conjunction with the voice and data communication

modules 524A, 524B, via the wireless network 519. The
PIM data items are preferably seamlessly integrated,
synchronized and updated, via the wireless network 519,
with a corresponding set of data items stored or associ-
ated with a host computer system, thereby creating a
mirrored system for data items associated with a partic-
ular user.
[0107] The mobile device 500 is manually synchro-
nized with a host system by placing the mobile device
500 in an interface cradle, which couples the serial port
530 of the mobile device 500 to a serial port of the host
system. The serial port 530 may also be used to insert
authorization information and controlled information onto
the mobile device 500 and to download other application
modules 524N for installation on the mobile device 500.
This wired download path may further be used to load
an encryption key onto the mobile device 500 for use in
secure communications, which is a more secure method
than exchanging encryption information via the wireless
network 519.
[0108] Authorization information, controlled informa-
tion, and additional application modules 524N may be
loaded onto the mobile device 500 through the network
519, through an auxiliary I/O subsystem 528, through the
short-range communications subsystem 540, or through
any other suitable subsystem 542, and installed by a user
in the non-volatile memory 524 or RAM 526. Such flexi-
bility in application installation increases the functionality
of the mobile device 500 and provides enhanced on-de-
vice functions, communication-related functions, or both.
For example, secure communication applications enable
electronic commerce functions and other such financial
transactions to be performed using the mobile device
500.
[0109] When the mobile device 500 is operating in a
data communication mode, a received signal, such as a
text message or a web page download, is processed by
the transceiver 511 and provided to the microprocessor
538, which preferably further processes the received sig-
nal for output to the display 522, or, alternatively, to an
auxiliary I/O device 528. Authorization information, con-
trolled information, and commands or requests related
to authorization information or controlled information that
are received by the transceiver 511 are processed as
described above. A user of mobile device 500 may also
compose data items, such as email messages, using the
keyboard 532, which is preferably a complete alphanu-
meric keyboard laid out in the QWERTY style, although
other styles of complete alphanumeric keyboards such
as the known DVORAK style may also be used. User
input to the mobile device 500 is further enhanced with
the plurality of auxiliary I/O devices 528, which may in-
clude a thumbwheel input device, a touchpad, a variety
of switches, a rocker input switch, etc. The composed
data items input by the user are then transmitted over
the communication network 519 via the transceiver 511.
[0110] When the mobile device 500 is operating in a
voice communication mode, the overall operation of the
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mobile device 500 is substantially similar to the data
mode, except that received signals are output to the
speaker 534 and voice signals for transmission are gen-
erated by a microphone 536. In addition, the secure mes-
saging techniques described above might not necessar-
ily be applied to voice communications. Alternative voice
or audio I/O devices, such as a voice message recording
subsystem, may also be implemented on the mobile de-
vice 500. Although voice or audio signal output is accom-
plished through the speaker 534, the display 522 may
also be used to provide an indication of the identity of a
calling party, the duration of a voice call, or other voice
call related information. For example, the microprocessor
538, in conjunction with the voice communication module
524A and the operating system software, may detect the
caller identification information of an incoming voice call
and display it on the display 522.
[0111] A short-range communications subsystem 540
is also included in the mobile device 500. For example,
the subsystem 540 may include an infrared device and
associated circuits and components, or a Bluetooth or
802.11 short-range wireless communication module to
provide for communication with similarly-enabled sys-
tems and devices. Thus, authorization information inser-
tion and controlled information insertion as described
above may be enabled on the mobile device 500 via the
serial port 530 or other short-range communications sub-
system 540.
[0112] Fig. 7 represents a specific example of an elec-
tronic device in which device control systems and meth-
ods described above may be implemented. Implemen-
tation of such systems and methods in other electronic
devices having further, fewer, or different components
than those shown in Fig. 7 would be obvious to one skilled
in the art to which this application pertains and are there-
fore considered to be within the scope of the present
application. For example, although a SIM card has not
been explicitly shown in Fig. 7, it should be appreciated
that implementation of control systems and methods in
electronic devices with SIM cards is contemplated. Since
SIM cards currently incorporate a memory component,
authorization information, controlled information, or both,
may be inserted onto a SIM card, either before the SIM
card is provided for use in an electronic device. There-
after, any electronic device in which the SIM card is in-
stalled is controlled as described above.
[0113] Also, the systems’ and methods’ data may be
stored as one or more data structures in computer mem-
ory and/or storage depending upon the situation at hand.
The systems and methods may also have their data and
software transmitted on data signals (e.g., packetized
data signals) or via carrier signals (e.g., radio frequency
carrier signals) or other communication pathways (e.g.,
fiber optics, infrared, etc.).

Claims

1. A mobile wireless device (22, 30, 210, 500) compris-
ing:

a microprocessor (538) and memory (32, 524,
526), the memory comprising a set of control
settings used to control a plurality of device op-
erations; wherein the microprocessor is config-
ured to:

receive (74) a first digital signature key for
verifying digital signatures on controlled in-
formation comprising software applications
to be installed on the device, the first digital
key being associated with one of a plurality
of authorisation levels;
determine (76) if said digital signature key
for verifying digital signatures on software
applications to be installed on the device
exists on the device, and if not, store (84)
the received first digital signature key in the
memory;
receive (94) a software application for in-
stallation on the device;
verify (96) a digital signature on the received
software application using the first digital
signature key; and
install (102) the software application on the
device if the digital signature on the received
software application is successfully verified
(98);

the microprocessor being further configured to:

receive (74) a new digital signature key for
verifying digital signatures on controlled in-
formation comprising software applications
to be installed on the device, the new digital
signature key being associated with one of
a plurality of authorization levels;
verify (78) a digital signature on the received
new digital signature key using the first dig-
ital signature key; and
store (84) the new digital signature key in
the memory to replace the first digital sig-
nature key if the digital signature on the re-
ceived new digital signature key is success-
fully verified (80).

2. The device of claim 1, further comprising a second
digital signature key stored in the memory, where
the second digital signature key is different from the
first digital signature key and where the second dig-
ital signature key is useable for verifying the authen-
ticity of the control settings used to control a plurality
of device operations.
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3. The device of claim 1 or 2, wherein the microproc-
essor is configured to receive (74) the new digital
signature key wirelessly, via an interface (50, 216)
on the device.

4. The device of any one of the preceding claims,
wherein the microprocessor is further configured to:

receive a targeted recovery application that
searches for the first digital signature key, and
a new digital signature key; and
execute the targeted recovery application that
searches for the first digital signature key,
wherein the first digital signature key is replaced
with the new digital signature key if the first digital
signature key is found.

5. The device of claim 4, wherein the microprocessor
is configured to receive the targeted recovery appli-
cation that searches for the first digital signature key
wirelessly, via an interface (50, 216) on the device.

6. The device of claim 4 or claim 5, wherein a device
manufacturer key is stored on the device, and where-
in the microprocessor is further configured to:

verify a digital signature on the received targeted
recovery application that searches for the first
digital signature key using the device manufac-
turer key; and
perform execution of the targeted recovery ap-
plication that searches for the first digital signa-
ture key only if the digital signature on the re-
ceived targeted recovery application that
searches for the first digital signature key is suc-
cessfully verified.

7. The device of any of the preceding claims, wherein
the microprocessor is configured to receive (74) at
least one of the first digital signature key and the
software application wirelessly, via an interface (50,
216) on the device.

8. The device of any of the preceding claims, wherein
the microprocessor is configured to:

if the digital signature is verified, determine (101)
whether the received software application is cur-
rent;
wherein the received software application is in-
stalled (102) if the received software application
is determined (101) to be current.

9. The device of any of the preceding claims, wherein
installations of software applications on the device
are prevented until the first digital signature key is
stored in the memory.

10. A method of controlling a mobile wireless device (22,
30, 210, 500) that comprises a microprocessor (538)
and memory (32, 524, 526), wherein the method
comprises:

receiving (74) a first digital signature key for ver-
ifying digital signatures on controlled information
comprising software applications to be installed
on the device, the first digital signature key being
associated with a selected one of a plurality of
authorization levels;
determining (76) if said digital signature key for
verifying digital signatures on software applica-
tions to be installed on the device exists on the
device, and if not, storing (84) the received first
digital signature key in the memory;
receiving (94) a software application for instal-
lation on the device;
verifying (96) a digital signature on the received
software application using the first digital signa-
ture key; and
installing (102) the software application on the
device if the digital signature on the received
software application is successfully verified (98);
the method further comprising:

receiving (74) a new digital signature key
for verifying digital signatures on controlled
information comprising software applica-
tions to be installed on the device, the new
digital signature key being associated with
another selected one of the plurality of au-
thorisation levels;
verifying (78) a digital signature on the re-
ceived new digital signature key using the
first digital signature key; and
storing (84) the new digital signature key in
the memory to replace the first digital sig-
nature key if the digital signature on the re-
ceived new digital signature key is success-
fully verified (80).

11. The method of claim 10, wherein a second digital
signature key is stored in the memory, wherein the
second digital signature key is different from the first
digital signature key, and wherein the second digital
signature key is for verifying digital signatures on in-
formation other than software applications being in-
serted onto the device.

12. The method of any one of claims 10 or 11, further
comprising:

receiving a targeted recovery application that
searches for the first digital signature key, and
a new digital signature key; and
executing the targeted recovery application that
searches for the first digital signature key,
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wherein the first digital signature key is replaced
with the new digital signature key if the first digital
signature key is found.

13. A computer-readable medium storing instructions
executable by a microprocessor which when execut-
ed cause the processor to carry out the method of
any one of claims 10 to 12.

Patentansprüche

1. Eine mobile drahtlose Vorrichtung (22, 30, 210, 500),
die aufweist:

einen Mikroprozessor (538) und einen Speicher
(32, 524, 526), wobei der Speicher einen Satz
von Steuerungseinstellungen aufweist, der ver-
wendet wird zum Steuern einer Vielzahl von
Vorrichtungsoperationen; wobei der Mikropro-
zessor konfiguriert ist zum:

Empfangen (74) eines ersten digitalen Si-
gnaturschlüssels zum Verifizieren von digi-
talen Signaturen auf gesteuerter Informati-
on, die Software-Anwendungen aufweist,
die auf der Vorrichtung zu installieren sind,
wobei der erste digitale Schlüssel mit einer
aus einer Vielzahl von Autorisierungsstufen
assoziiert ist;
Bestimmen (76), ob der digitale Signatur-
schlüssel zum Verifizieren von digitalen Si-
gnaturen auf Software-Anwendungen, die
auf der Vorrichtung zu installieren sind, auf
der Vorrichtung existiert, und wenn nicht,
Speichern (84) des empfangenen ersten di-
gitalen Signaturschlüssels in dem Spei-
cher;
Empfangen (94) einer Software-Anwen-
dung zur Installation auf der Vorrichtung;
Verifizieren (96) einer digitalen Signatur auf
der empfangenen Software-Anwendung
unter Verwendung des ersten digitalen Si-
gnaturschlüssels; und
Installieren (102) der Software-Anwendung
auf der Vorrichtung, wenn die digitale Si-
gnatur auf der empfangenen Software-An-
wendung erfolgreich verifiziert wird (98);

wobei der Mikroprozessor weiter konfiguriert ist
zum:

Empfangen (74) eines neuen digitalen Si-
gnaturschlüssels zum Verifizieren von digi-
talen Signaturen auf gesteuerter Informati-
on, die Software-Anwendungen aufweist,
die auf der Vorrichtung zu installieren sind,
wobei der neue digitale Signaturschlüssel

mit einer aus einer Vielzahl von Autorisie-
rungsstufen assoziiert ist;
Verifizieren (78) einer digitalen Signatur auf
dem empfangenen neuen digitalen Signa-
turschlüssel unter Verwendung des ersten
digitalen Signaturschlüssels; und
Speichern (84) des neuen digitalen Signa-
turschlüssels in dem Speicher, um den er-
sten digitalen Signaturschlüssel zu erset-
zen, wenn die digitale Signatur auf dem
empfangenen neuen digitalen Signatur-
schlüssel erfolgreich verifiziert wird (80).

2. Die Vorrichtung gemäß Anspruch 1, die weiter einen
zweiten digitalen Signaturschlüssel aufweist, der in
dem Speicher gespeichert ist, wobei der zweite di-
gitale Signaturschlüssel von dem ersten digitalen Si-
gnaturschlüssel verschieden ist und wobei der zwei-
te digitale Signaturschlüssel verwendbar ist zum Ve-
rifizieren der Authentizität der Steuerungseinstellun-
gen, die verwendet werden, um eine Vielzahl von
Vorrichtungsoperationen zu steuern.

3. Die Vorrichtung gemäß Anspruch 1 oder 2, wobei
der Mikroprozessor konfiguriert ist zum Empfangen
(74) des neuen digitalen Signaturschlüssels drahtlos
über eine Schnittstelle (50, 216) auf der Vorrichtung.

4. Die Vorrichtung gemäß einem der vorhergehenden
Ansprüche, wobei der Mikroprozessor weiter konfi-
guriert ist zum:

Empfangen einer "gezielte Wiederherstellung"-
Anwendung, die nach dem ersten digitalen Si-
gnaturschlüssel sucht, und eines neuen digita-
len Signaturschlüssels; und
Ausführen der "gezielte Wiederherstellung"-An-
wendung, die nach dem ersten digitalen Signa-
turschlüssel sucht, wobei der erste digitale Si-
gnaturschlüssel mit dem neuen digitalen Signa-
turschlüssel ersetzt wird, wenn der erste digitale
Signaturschlüssel gefunden wird.

5. Die Vorrichtung gemäß Anspruch 4, wobei der Mi-
kroprozessor konfiguriert ist, die "gezielte Wieder-
herstellung"-Anwendung, die nach dem ersten digi-
talen Signaturschlüssel sucht, drahtlos über eine
Schnittstelle (50, 216) auf der Vorrichtung zu emp-
fangen.

6. Die Vorrichtung gemäß Anspruch 4 oder Anspruch
5, wobei ein Vorrichtungsherstellerschlüssel auf der
Vorrichtung gespeichert ist, und wobei der Mikropro-
zessor weiter konfiguriert ist zum:

Verifizieren einer digitalen Signatur auf der emp-
fangenen "gezielte Wiederherstellung"-Anwen-
dung, die nach dem ersten digitalen Signatur-
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schlüssel sucht, unter Verwendung des Vorrich-
tungsherstellerschlüssels; und
Durchführen einer Ausführung der "gezielte
Wiederherstellung"-Anwendung, die nach dem
ersten digitalen Signaturschlüssel sucht, nur,
wenn die digitale Signatur auf der empfangenen
"gezielte Wiederherstellung"-Anwendung, die
nach dem ersten digitalen Signaturschlüssel
sucht, erfolgreich verifiziert ist.

7. Die Vorrichtung gemäß einem der vorhergehenden
Ansprüche, wobei der Mikroprozessor konfiguriert
ist, zumindest eines des ersten digitalen Signatur-
schlüssels und der Softwareanwendung drahtlos
über eine Schnittstelle (50, 216) auf der Vorrichtung
zu empfangen (74).

8. Die Vorrichtung gemäß einem der vorhergehenden
Ansprüche, wobei der Mikroprozessor konfiguriert
ist zum:

wenn die digitale Signatur verifiziert ist, Bestim-
men (101), ob die empfangene Software-An-
wendung aktuell ist;
wobei die empfangene Software-Anwendung
installiert wird (102), wenn die empfangene Soft-
ware-Anwendung als aktuell bestimmt wird
(101).

9. Die Vorrichtung gemäß einem der vorhergehenden
Ansprüche, wobei Installationen von Softwarean-
wendungen auf der Vorrichtung verhindert werden,
bis der erste digitale Signaturschlüssel in dem Spei-
cher gespeichert ist.

10. Ein Verfahren zum Steuern einer mobilen drahtlosen
Vorrichtung (22, 30, 210, 500), die einen Mikropro-
zessor (538) und einen Speicher (32, 524, 526) auf-
weist, wobei das Verfahren aufweist:

Empfangen (74) eines ersten digitalen Signatur-
schlüssels zum Verifizieren von digitalen Signa-
turen auf gesteuerter Information, die Software-
Anwendungen aufweist, die auf der Vorrichtung
zu installieren sind, wobei der erste digitale Si-
gnaturschlüssel mit einer ausgewählten aus ei-
ner Vielzahl von Autorisierungsstufen assoziiert
ist;
Bestimmen (76), ob der digitale Signaturschlüs-
sel zum Verifizieren von digitalen Signaturen auf
Software-Anwendungen, die auf der Vorrich-
tung zu installieren sind, auf der Vorrichtung exi-
stiert, und wenn nicht, Speichern (84) des emp-
fangenen ersten digitalen Signaturschlüssels in
dem Speicher;
Empfangen (94) einer Software-Anwendung zur
Installation auf der Vorrichtung;
Verifizieren (96) einer digitalen Signatur auf der

empfangenen Software-Anwendung unter Ver-
wendung des ersten digitalen Signaturschlüs-
sels; und
Installieren (102) der Software-Anwendung auf
der Vorrichtung, wenn die digitale Signatur auf
der empfangenen Software-Anwendung erfolg-
reich verifiziert wird (98);
wobei das Verfahren weiter aufweist:

Empfangen (74) eines neuen digitalen Si-
gnaturschlüssels zum Verifizieren von digi-
talen Signaturen auf gesteuerter Informati-
on, die Software-Anwendungen aufweist,
die auf der Vorrichtung zu installieren sind,
wobei der neue digitale Signaturschlüssel
mit einer anderen ausgewählten aus der
Vielzahl von Autorisierungsstufen assozi-
iert ist;
Verifizieren (78) einer digitalen Signatur auf
dem empfangenen neuen digitalen Signa-
turschlüssel unter Verwendung des ersten
digitalen Signaturschlüssels; und
Speichern (84) des neuen digitalen Signa-
turschlüssels in dem Speicher, um den er-
sten digitalen Signaturschlüssel zu erset-
zen, wenn die digitale Signatur auf dem
empfangenen neuen digitalen Signatur-
schlüssel erfolgreich verifiziert wird (80).

11. Das Verfahren gemäß Anspruch 10, wobei ein zwei-
ter digitaler Signaturschlüssel in dem Speicher ge-
speichert ist, wobei der zweite digitale Signatur-
schlüssel von dem ersten digitalen Signaturschlüs-
sel verschieden ist und wobei der zweite digitale Si-
gnaturschlüssel vorgesehen ist zum Verifizieren von
digitalen Signaturen auf Information, verschieden
von Softwareanwendungen, die in die Vorrichtung
eingefügt wird.

12. Das Verfahren gemäß einem der Ansprüche 10 oder
11, das weiter aufweist:

Empfangen einer "gezielte Wiederherstellung"-
Anwendung, die nach dem ersten digitalen Si-
gnaturschlüssel sucht, und eines neuen digita-
len Signaturschlüssels; und
Ausführen der "gezielte Wiederherstellung"-An-
wendung, die nach dem ersten digitalen Signa-
turschlüssel sucht, wobei der erste digitale Si-
gnaturschlüssel mit dem neuen digitalen Signa-
turschlüssel ersetzt wird, wenn der erste digitale
Signaturschlüssel gefunden wird.

13. Ein computerlesbares Medium, das Anweisungen
speichert, die durch einen Mikroprozessor ausführ-
bar sind, die bei Ausführung den Prozessor veran-
lassen, das Verfahren gemäß einem der Ansprüche
10 bis 12 auszuführen.
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Revendications

1. Dispositif sans fil mobile (22, 30, 210, 500)
comprenant :

un microprocesseur (538) et une mémoire (32,
524, 526), la mémoire comprenant un ensemble
de réglages de commande utilisés pour com-
mander une pluralité d’opérations de dispositif ;
où le microprocesseur est configuré :

pour recevoir (74) une première clé de si-
gnature numérique destinée à vérifier des
signatures numériques sur des informa-
tions commandées comprenant des appli-
cations logicielles à installer sur le dispositif,
la première clé numérique étant associée à
un niveau parmi une pluralité de niveaux
d’autorisation ;
pour déterminer (76) si ladite clé de signa-
ture numérique destinée à vérifier des si-
gnatures numériques sur des applications
logicielles à installer sur le dispositif existe
sur le dispositif, et dans le cas contraire,
stocker (84) la première clé de signature nu-
mérique reçue dans la mémoire ;
pour recevoir (94) une application logicielle
pour l’installation sur le dispositif ;
pour vérifier (96) une signature numérique
sur l’application logicielle reçue en utilisant
la première clé de signature numérique ; et
pour installer (102) l’application logicielle
sur le dispositif si la signature numérique
sur l’application logicielle reçue est vérifiée
avec succès (98) ;

le microprocesseur étant configuré en outre :

pour recevoir (74) une nouvelle clé de si-
gnature numérique destinée à vérifier des
signatures numériques sur des informa-
tions commandées comprenant des appli-
cations logicielles à installer sur le dispositif,
la nouvelle clé de signature numérique
étant associée à un niveau parmi une plu-
ralité de niveaux d’autorisation ;
pour vérifier (78) une signature numérique
sur la nouvelle clé de signature numérique
reçue en utilisant la première clé de signa-
ture numérique ; et
pour stocker (84) la nouvelle clé de signa-
ture numérique dans la mémoire afin de
remplacer la première clé de signature nu-
mérique si la signature numérique sur la
nouvelle clé de signature numérique reçue
est vérifiée avec succès (80).

2. Dispositif de la revendication 1, comprenant en outre

une deuxième clé de signature numérique stockée
dans la mémoire, où la deuxième clé de signature
numérique est différente de la première clé de si-
gnature numérique et où la deuxième clé de signa-
ture numérique peut être utilisée pour vérifier
l’authenticité des réglages de commande utilisés
pour commander une pluralité d’opérations de dis-
positif.

3. Dispositif de la revendication 1 ou 2, dans lequel le
microprocesseur est configuré pour recevoir (74) la
nouvelle clé de signature numérique sans fil, via une
interface (50, 216) sur le dispositif.

4. Dispositif de l’une quelconque des revendications
précédentes, dans lequel le microprocesseur est
configuré en outre :

pour recevoir une application de récupération
ciblée qui cherche la première clé de signature
numérique, et une nouvelle clé de signature
numérique ; et
pour exécuter l’application de récupération ci-
blée qui cherche la première clé de signature
numérique, où la première clé de signature nu-
mérique est remplacée par la nouvelle clé de
signature numérique si la première clé de signa-
ture numérique est trouvée.

5. Dispositif de la revendication 4, dans lequel le mi-
croprocesseur est configuré pour recevoir l’applica-
tion de récupération ciblée qui cherche la première
clé de signature numérique sans fil, via une interface
(50, 216) sur le dispositif.

6. Dispositif de la revendication 4 ou 5, dans lequel une
clé de fabricant de dispositif est stockée sur le dis-
positif, et dans lequel le microprocesseur est en
outre configuré :

pour vérifier une signature numérique sur l’ap-
plication de récupération ciblée reçue qui cher-
che la première clé de signature numérique en
utilisant la clé de fabricant de dispositif ; et pour
effectuer l’exécution de l’application de récupé-
ration ciblée qui cherche la première clé de si-
gnature numérique seulement si la signature nu-
mérique sur l’application de récupération ciblée
reçue qui cherche la première clé de signature
numérique est vérifiée avec succès.

7. Dispositif de l’une des revendications précédentes,
dans lequel le microprocesseur est configuré pour
recevoir (74) au moins l’une de la première clé de
signature numérique et de l’application logicielle
sans fil, via une interface (50, 216) sur le dispositif.

8. Dispositif de l’une des revendications précédentes,
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dans lequel le microprocesseur est configuré :

pour déterminer (101), dans le cas où la signa-
ture numérique est vérifiée, si l’application logi-
cielle reçue est en cours ;
où l’application logicielle reçue est installée
(102) dans le cas où l’application logicielle reçue
est déterminée (101) pour être en cours.

9. Dispositif de l’une des revendications précédentes,
dans lequel des installations d’applications logiciel-
les sur le dispositif sont empêchées jusqu’à ce que
la première clé de signature numérique soit stockée
dans la mémoire.

10. Procédé destiné à commander un dispositif sans fil
mobile (22, 30, 210, 500) qui comprend un micro-
processeur (538) et une mémoire (32, 524, 526), où
le procédé comprend le fait :

de recevoir (74) une première clé de signature
numérique destinée à vérifier des signatures nu-
mériques sur des informations commandées
comprenant des applications logicielles à instal-
ler sur le dispositif, la première clé de signature
numérique étant associée à un niveau choisi
parmi une pluralité de niveaux d’autorisation ;
de déterminer (76) si ladite clé de signature nu-
mérique destinée à vérifier des signatures nu-
mériques sur des applications logicielles à ins-
taller sur le dispositif existe sur le dispositif, et
dans le cas contraire, stocker (84) la première
clé de signature numérique reçue dans la
mémoire ;
de recevoir (94) une application logicielle pour
l’installation sur le dispositif ;
de vérifier (96) une signature numérique sur l’ap-
plication logicielle reçue en utilisant la première
clé de signature numérique ; et
d’installer (102) l’application logicielle sur le dis-
positif si la signature numérique sur l’application
logicielle reçue est vérifiée avec succès (98) ;
le procédé comprenant en outre le fait :

de recevoir (74) une nouvelle clé de signa-
ture numérique destinée à vérifier des si-
gnatures numériques sur des informations
commandées comprenant des applications
logicielles à installer sur le dispositif, la nou-
velle clé de signature numérique étant as-
sociée à un autre niveau choisi parmi la plu-
ralité de niveaux d’autorisation ;
de vérifier (78) une signature numérique sur
la nouvelle clé de signature numérique re-
çue en utilisant la première clé de signature
numérique ; et
de stocker (84) la nouvelle clé de signature
numérique dans la mémoire afin de rempla-

cer la première clé de signature numérique
si la signature numérique sur la nouvelle clé
de signature numérique reçue est vérifiée
avec succès (80).

11. Procédé de la revendication 10, dans lequel une
deuxième clé de signature numérique est stockée
dans la mémoire, où la deuxième clé de signature
numérique est différente de la première clé de si-
gnature numérique, et où la deuxième clé de signa-
ture numérique est destinée à vérifier des signatures
numériques sur des informations autres que des ap-
plications logicielles étant insérées dans le dispositif.

12. Procédé de l’une quelconque des revendications 10
ou 11, comprenant en outre le fait :

de recevoir une application de récupération ci-
blée qui cherche la première clé de signature
numérique, et une nouvelle clé de signature
numérique ; et
d’exécuter l’application de récupération ciblée
qui cherche la première clé de signature numé-
rique, où la première clé de signature numérique
est remplacée par la nouvelle clé de signature
numérique si la première clé de signature nu-
mérique est trouvée.

13. Support lisible par ordinateur destiné à stocker des
instructions pouvant être exécutées par un micro-
processeur qui, lorsqu’elles sont exécutées, amè-
nent le processeur à effectuer le procédé de l’une
quelconque des revendications 10 à 12.
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